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Rippling Spend Management—Corporate Cards, Expense Management, 
and (coming soon) Bill Pay—is the first way to manage all of your spend in 
one place alongside payroll. Rippling not only consolidates your systems, 
but it also allows you to control spend much more strictly than standalone 
solutions in a fraction of the time. 

Manage all your 
employee spend 
in one place

https://www.rippling.com/corporate-credit-cards
https://www.rippling.com/expense-management
https://www.rippling.com/bill-pay
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Get total control over your company’s spend 
—in minutes 
Only Rippling can create hyper-custom policies 
based on any type of employee data in your company 
and automatically enforce them. That allows you to 
strike the right balance between uncontrolled spend 
and overbearing policies that slow your business down.

Automate complex approval chains
Other spend systems only enable basic 
employee-manager approval chains. With Rippling, 
you can automatically change who should approve 
a reimbursement based on the vendor, amount, 
category, or even year-to-date spend. For example, 
you can easily route certain expenses to a manager’s 
manager and others to an IT admin.

Issue, update, and revoke corporate cards 
without lifting a finger 
Rippling understands which employees need 
corporate cards based on their role. That makes it 
possible to automate the entire cardholder lifecycle. 
Physical and virtual cards can be issued when 
employees join, updated with new policies when 
they’re promoted, and revoked if they leave.
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Put your reconciliation work on autopilot 
You can stop chasing your employees. Rippling will 
automatically remind them to complete their part of 
expense management. And you don’t have to scour 
receipts anymore, because Rippling flags receipt 
mismatches and dedupes expenses for you.

Built for global workforces
Rippling takes care of all the frustrating work you 
normally deal with when managing international 
expenses. It detects the currency of submitted 
receipts, displays the amount in the reviewer’s 
local currency, and converts it into the employee’s 
own when reimbursing the expense.

Sync spend to your general ledger from 
one place
Rippling allows you to sync all of your company spend, 
including payroll, expenses, corporate cards, and bill 
payments, to your general ledger. You can automatically 
categorize spend in your accounting system based on 
the vendor and employee’s role. This makes closing 
the books each month significantly easier.
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Give every department the visibility 
they need into their own spend
You can finally see all of your monthly cash burn 
because Rippling has all of your spend data, 
including payroll costs. As the only platform with 
role-based permissions, Rippling allows every manager 
to run detailed reports on their own budget—and no 
one else’s. No need to set anything up—every manager 
has full access to all the spend for their team 
and functional area by default.

Easily pay vendors around the world 
(coming soon)
Track and manage all of your company’s bills from 
around the world in one place. With Rippling, you can 
settle accounts faster by paying vendors in their local 
currency via check, ACH, or wire transfer.

  

  

Ready to see Rippling in action?

Request a Demo

https://www.rippling.com/request-demo

